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RBR Hu Optimization Nvidia v0.9.6
Compatible with all surfaces and weather conditions.
No FPS loss, freezing or stuttering. Same improvements in all BTB format tracks available in the Hungarian
Online Plugin!!!
SCL Hu-Cz v8.9.5 Full 2021 Repack Available + Liatti-Alessandrini Co-Driver Ita
Without the use of any additional Reshade effect
For Replays Nvidia Default (SCL_Nvidia_Default.nip)
For Internal View SSAO Antilag Lens Flares (SCL_Nvidia_SSAO.nip)
Download: https://www.simcontrolauncher.it/news/
Protecting your PC and sensitive data from RBRPro:
http://www.simcontrolauncher.it/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/How-to-edit-the-hosts-file-while-protecting-your-PCand-sensitive-data-from-RBRPro.pdf
After applying the nvidia inspector .nip profile recheck the image sharpening settings from the nvidia control panel
as per the picture below and apply the correct settings if necessary.
Remember to restore these settings of mine even after you update your Nvidia Drivers.
This new version adds and fixes the known problem of Stuttering after 20 or more minutes of play for "some"
144Hz monitors equipped with FreeSync technology.
It is strictly forbidden to use these fixes of mine on useless and unnecessary paid mods (RBRPro)
If you have a "dedicated graphics card" I strongly recommend that you use it as primary by activating it from the
BIOS and disable the "integrated" of your CPU.
If you are having trouble and see fogged up choose these image sharpening settings using the monitor control
panel.
Through GeForce Experience, Image Scaling only works in supported games — games that can be optimized by
GeForce Experience. You can still use Image Scaling in unsupported games, but you need to enable it through
the Nvidia Control Panel instead. Here’s how to do it:
1. Open up the Nvidia Control Panel.
2. Select Manage 3D Settings and choose the Global Settings tab.
3. Turn the Image Scaling option to On and set the sharpening percentage.
4. Check the Overlay Indicator box.
5. In game, set your resolution to the desired input resolution, not the output resolution.
The overlay indicator is important because it will let you know if Image Scaling is working. Unlike DLSS and FSR,
you don’t set the desired output resolution — you set the input resolution. If you want maximum performance at
4K, for example, you would set the input resolution at 1,920 x 1,080.
You’ll see a small text box in the upper left corner of your screen. If the text is green, then the tool is upscaling
and sharpening your image. If it’s blue, it’s sharpening but not upscaling. If you have a compatible GPU, you can
stack DLSS and just the sharpening filter if you want, in which case you would set the resolution to whatever final
resolution you’re looking for.
Original Post: https://www.racedepartment.com/threads/rbrczlauncher.176870/post-3443744
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Update Fix definitive losing command storage.
From now on it is not necessary to delete your .acm profile.
It is also possible to change USB peripheral input positions without losing command storage.
Step 1: Connect all your devices to your USB ports.
Step 2: Configure your values within the game in the controls section, " DO NOT ALT + TAB " save your profile
and exit the game.
Step 3: See my screenshot and put the file called pfMULLIGATAWNY.acm located in the path D:\Richard Burns
Rally\SavedGames\pfMULLIGATAWNY.acm in read only, right click then property.
From now on, even changing and disconnecting / connecting to different USB ports, your driving devices will
always keep your previous storage without any loss.
Obviously when you add the others devices you must first uncheck the read-only check, save the game profile,
then exit and put back the read-only check mark.
Also remember that you can't over-put 2 different devices at the same game input command.
I also add that in no case can you lose the saves because with the read-only file it is impossible for you to lose
the previously saved configuration.
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How to edit the hosts file while protecting your PC and sensitive data from RBRPro.
After creating the backup, we can start with the editing process, starting with opening the Notepad app. Follow
the steps below.
Go to the Start menu search bar, type "notepad" and run Notepad as administrator.
Click on File and select the 'Open...' option from the menu.
Enter the address of the hosts file (C: \ Windows \ System32 \ drivers \ etc \ hosts) in the "File Name:" option and
click Open.
This will open the hosts file in your Notepad, which you can then edit from here. Enter the IP address together
with the domain name to configure the mapping.
Add as in the picture below the 2 strings 127.0.0.1 rbrpro.org and 127.0.0.1 www.rbrpro.org being careful not to
add the hash symbol (#) at the beginning; if you do, the changes will not work.
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Configuring the host file on notepad
Similarly, if you want to block a website, e.g. facebook.com, you can point it at the IP address 127.0.0.1. From
here, you can add on more websites like this to your list if you wish.
When you have finished, click on File > Save to save these changes. Be sure to restart your PC when you are
finished with your changes; this will ensure that all changes are up to date.
We recommend https://rallysimfans.hu/rbr/index.php the best RBR Online Plugin that is completely free.
RBR is a free game and should remain as such.
By Igor Borgacci
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